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Overhead paging and telephone tag are things 
of the past at an increasing number of Tenet 
Healthcare Corporation’s 111 hospitals 
nationwide. Until recently, nurses and doctors 
were constantly playing telephone tag – paging 
each other to consult on patient care and 
administrative matters. Response times were 
frustratingly slow. Nurses felt they couldn’t 
provide the best care for their patients while 
hunting down doctors and other staff members. 
But that’s changing. Tenet hospitals are going 
wireless. 
 
Tenet has installed SpectraLink’s Link Wireless 
Telephone System™ (Link WTS) in more than 
20 of its hospitals nationwide, allowing its 
nurses and doctors to communicate over 
portable, full-functioning Wireless Telephones 
anywhere in the hospital. Now physicians can 
reach nurses and other staff members directly 
on these Wireless Telephones, drastically 
cutting the doctor-nurse response time and 
giving patients the high level of care and 
attention they expect from Tenet Healthcare.  
 
Instant Access, Anywhere 
Take Tenet’s Palmetto General Hospital in 
Hialeah, Florida, one of Tenet’s hospitals that 
has installed the Link WTS. Until recently, 
nurses at Palmetto General complained of too 
few telephone lines at the nurses’ stations, 
therefore requiring nurses to be tracked down 
when doctors responded to their pages. Now 
they are praising the fact that they are instantly 
accessible wherever they are in the hospital. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Mae DelaCruz, assistant nurse manager at 
Palmetto General, praises the Link WTS, 
“Thanks to the Wireless Telephones, I never 
miss a call anymore. Now I feel like I can 
provide my patients with the highest level of 
care possible, instead of running back-and-forth 
to the nurse’s station. As a healthcare 
professional, Wireless Telephones allow me to 
strive for the high patient care standards that I 
set for myself when I became a nurse.” 
 
Improved Staff Retention and Recruiting 
In addition to improved patient care, Tenet 
Healthcare hopes that the Wireless Telephones 
will be a staff recruiting and retention tool.  
Hector Padron, director of information systems 
at Palmetto General, and other hospital 
executives decided to go with the Link WTS 
originally as a pilot program in February 2001, 
initially using just 20 handsets. However, 
because of the resounding feedback he received 
from staff members, Padron decided to triple 
the number of Wireless Telephones in use. 
Palmetto General now uses more than 65 
handsets on the acute care floors of its 360-bed 
facility. 
 
Overhead Paging Becomes Obsolete 
It was Padron who recognized that the hospital 
needed to streamline communication among 
Palmetto General’s numerous staff members, 
doctors and patients. Before installing the 
system, hospital staff relied primarily on 
overhead paging and pocket pagers to 
communicate. This method caused delays, 
particularly for the nurses, who need to speak 
to physicians to verify orders and discuss 
patient cases.  
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Before Wireless Telephones were available, 
when a nurse paged a doctor, the doctor 
returned the page by calling the nurse’s station, 
and then waited while a hospital staff member 
tried to locate the nurse who sent the page. 
Once located, the nurse then had to find a 
courtesy phone to take the doctor's call. The 
entire process wasted critical time. In the 
meantime, the patient was left waiting. And if 
the nurse’s station attendant used overhead 
paging to locate the nurse, it created ambient 
noise that disturbed the patients. 
 
At Tenet’s Houston Northwest Medical Center 
in Houston, Texas, Chief Nurse Susan 
Jadlowski agrees with her hospital’s investment. 
“Wireless Telephones give my nurses instant 
access to patients and each other. They are 
happier because they know they can focus their 
time on giving superior bedside care rather than 
running after ringing phones. The Wireless 
Telephones are worth every dollar.”  
 
Most of Tenet hospital's Wireless Telephone 
users are nurses who hand-off the handsets 
from shift to shift. Nurses typically use the 
Wireless Telephones to speak to physicians 
and other hospital staff members. They are 
even finding the Wireless Telephones to be a 
replacement for the traditional nurse call button 
in the hospital rooms. Since the nurses are 
rarely at the station, they provide their Wireless 
Telephone numbers to their patients so they 
can immediately contact a nurse for assistance.  
 
At Palmetto General, Padron created specific 
extensions for the Wireless Telephones.  
Padron found that when a doctor sees a call 
from one of the Wireless Telephone extensions, 
he or she knows that a nurse or staff member 
can be reached immediately.  

Therefore, doctors tend to return these calls at 
once knowing that they won’t have to wait for a 
nurse to be tracked down. 
 
Nurses at Palmetto General often give their 
Wireless Telephone numbers to family 
members of patients so they can call for timely 
updates on the patient's condition while in the 
hospital. The Wireless Telephones are also 
used to improve efficiencies in the hospital 
admission process. Nurses can talk to 
admission staff members in another area of the 
hospital, such as the emergency room, while 
also checking on the availability of beds for new 
patients. 
 
Seamless Integration, Simple Deployment 
The Link Wireless Telephone System 
seamlessly integrates to each Tenet hospital’s 
PBX telephone system. A series of small radio 
transceivers, or Base Stations, each about the 
size of a smoke detector, were installed in the 
ceilings throughout the hospitals. Telephone 
calls are routed to the Base Stations, which in 
turn transmit the calls via radio waves to six-
ounce Wireless Telephones. The Link WTS 
operates at lower power levels, eliminating the 
risk of interference with sensitive medical 
equipment associated with other wireless 
communication technologies.  Over the past 
eight years, SpectraLink has installed its Link 
WTS in more than 700 hospitals nationwide. 
 
Wireless Telephones have had a direct impact 
on the increased level of care that Tenet’s 
healthcare professionals give their patients, 
ultimately making them feel better about their 
jobs and creating a better healthcare 
environment for patients and their families.  
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